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Invalid Zip Code. Need to connect with a Hawaiian retailer? Visit Subaru of Hawaii. About the
Love Promise. Check out what Consumer Reports has to say about the Forester. Consumer
Reports does not endorse products or services. Subaru Forester Consumer Reports does not
endorse products or services. Consumer Reports rated the Subaru Forester. Read the review
and see where it ranks in the midsize SUV segment. Consumer Reports ranked which car
brands make the best vehicles. See how Subaru performed against the competition. Use a
comma , to separate email addresses. This field cannot be left blank. Please enter a valid email
address. Please enter a valid number of email addresses, no more than 5. Sorry, there are no
special offers for this vehicle available at this time. The information provided here in is for
illustration only and is an estimate only. Please see your Subaru retailer for information on
actual terms and conditions of purchase agreements, which will vary based on the specific
vehicle, options and purchase or lease terms that you select. The monthly payment amounts
herein are estimates, are subject to change based on current rates and exclude all official fees,
state, local, property, sales or luxury taxes and insurance that may be assessed in your district.
All information is subject to credit approval. And with Subaru Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive,
balanced power is sent to each wheel for maximum grip and efficiency. Legal Disclaimers.
Destination and delivery includes handling and inland freight fees and may vary in some states.
Prices, specifications, options, features and models subject to change without notice. Actual
mileage may vary. Actual mileage will vary. Whatever comes first concludes the warranty. No
down payment required. Offer may vary by location. Other rates and payment terms available.
Financing for well-qualified applicants only. Length of contract is limited. Subject to credit
approval, vehicle insurance approval and vehicle availability. See participating retailers for
details. Must take delivery from retailer stock by March 1, Subaru has the utmost respect for the
environment and is a proud partner of Leave No Trace. Care was taken not to harm the
environment when taking this photo. A and Alcantara is produced by Toray Group. Subaru of
America, Inc. Retailers are independent businesses and are free to set their own retail prices. All
information contained at this Internet site is intended for the USA market only. Knowing your
location allows us to display the proper information for your area. Get the most precise number
on the Subaru you want. Get a Local Price. Skip to Content. Your Zip Code. Use my current
location. Your Subaru Retailer. Subaru Confidence In Motion. Outback Onyx Edition XT shown.
Forester Sport shown. Impreza Sport 5-door shown. Crosstrek Sport Shown. Legacy Limited
shown. Ascent Touring shown. Up to 90 MPGe. Crosstrek Hybrid Shown. WRX Limited Shown.
BRZ tS Shown. STI Vehicle Lineup. Subaru Tecnica International. All Vehicles. Find Your
Subaru. Certified Pre-Owned. Certified Pre-Owned Fully checked, factory-covered and ready for
more adventures. Search Inventory. Future Vehicles and Concepts. Get 0. Now through March 1,
Highlights Specs at a glance. More Passenger Volume than the competition. Left Swipe Drag to
Spin Right. View All Features. View Model Lineup. Meet real Forester owners and see how a
Subaru can fit your life. See more Subaru reviews and articles from Consumer Reports. Send an
Email Share this:. Back to top. Get a Local Price Ready to see a Subaru in person? Your
preferred retailer will contact you shortly. Enter your contact information All information is
required unless noted. Invalid format. Confirm your retailer near: Your Zip Code. Retailer
Inventory See what local Subaru retailers have to offer. Schedule a Test Drive Appointment
times are not final until confirmed by someone at. Please enter a valid phone number. Special
Offers View our special offers. Payment Calculator The information provided here in is for
illustration only and is an estimate only. Select Vehicle. Model Year: Current. Select Model.
Maximum passenger volume cu. Please set label Please set label. Please set label. Standard
All-Wheel Drive. Connect with Subaru. Get Email Updates. Customer Support. Please Enter Zip
Knowing your location allows us to display the proper information for your area. Your location
cannot be displayed. The Happier Camper is a different kind of pull-behind. Shoot, even some
Ford Fusions can tow this trailer. The camper can be equipped with solar panels and a battery
to run standard household appliances with an inverter. With a large rear door, it can also be
used to haul items such as bikes, kayaks, or even a motorcycle. It lets you customize the trailer
on-the-fly, changing the layout to fit a specific purpose. The ability to swap around the interior
makes this a very versatile camper. Need a sink for your trip? Install it. The graphic at the right
shows how the camper can be set up. The Happier Camper can run built-in electronics
perpetually in sunny conditions, the company claims. Configured with an AGM Deep Cycle
battery and charged by a watt solar panel, moderate electrical use needs nothing but the sun to
keep going. They are made in Los Angeles, and every major component comes from the factory
northeast of downtown, near Dodger Stadium. The company invites people to swing by to check
out the light but versatile campers. Each year, a gaggle of athletes comes together to fly down
Jackson Hole's Corbet's Couloir. Here's how to watch the event today. The lighter weight will
also be nice to the gas tank of bigger trucks and SUVs. As noted, the modular interior allows

this camper to be used as a trailer to haul equipment. Perpetual Power The Happier Camper can
run built-in electronics perpetually in sunny conditions, the company claims. Top Trending on
GearJunkie. Keep Reading. The GearJunkie Podcast. GearJunkie Latest Deals. Choose Your
interests: News. Top Stories. Email Address Subscribe. Sign up for our weekly email Choose
Your interests: News. Set as my preferred options. If you have any questions about these
updates or how we protect your personal information, please contact our Privacy Officer at
privacyofficer subaru. My Account. Please enter your email and password to view previously
saved quotes. In order to save your quotes, we will need some information to identify you when
you return:. Postal Code:. Preferred Time:. I would like to sign up to receive emails or other
types of commercial electronic messages on the latest product announcements, promotions,
service specials and more from Subaru Canada, Inc. You may withdraw your consent at any
time by clicking the unsubscribe link contained within all of our commercial electronic
messages or by updating your preferences with us. Submit Form. Subaru Canada, Inc. Your
privacy is vitally important to us. To learn how Subaru Canada, Inc. Rebates Print Ads Special
Offers. Photos Videos Brochures. Membership Benefits Roadside Services. Protection Plan
Benefits. Maintenance Guide Warning Light References. Dealer Locator Find directions and
contact information for the Subaru Dealer nearest you. Vehicle Selector Compare Subaru
models to find the one that is right for you. Connect with Us Share your opinion. Tweets by
SubaruCanada. Watch our videos. About Subaru. Subaru Life. Subaru Services. Subaru
Protection Plan. All rights reserved. The idea was planted several years ago when we met a
couple road tripping through East Africa with a rooftop tent perched atop their Land Rover. We
never stopped talking about it â€” the possibility of exploring off the beaten path and setting up
camp wherever we wanted was too enticing. So while it seemed like everyone we knew was
converting a camper van and loving that vanlife, we went another route: We turned our daily
driver into an awesome overland vehicle! We went with a Subaru Forester Limited Edition. The
key to getting a good deal? Getting a rooftop tent took all the worst parts out of camping! It
sleeps three people though ours usually only houses two plus a dog. If you happen to be in the
Pacific Northwest, we highly recommend visiting the folks at Freespirit Recreation. We stopped
by their warehouse in Bend, Oregon and the awesome guys there helped us install our new tent,
walked us through all its special features, and gave us some insider tips plus our pup had a
blast running around the warehouse! Our particular tent will fit on any Subaru that has roof rails
and most other SUVs, trucks, and station wagons as well. There are plenty of other options for
rooftop tents â€” Cascadia Vehicle Tents , Tepui , and Yakima are popular ones. I know, the
price tag sounds steep at first. You can get a rooftop tent for as little as a grand, or shell out
several thousand dollars for the fanciest ones. More car camping inspiration: 9 budget campers
tell us how they hit the road on the cheap. This is where the rubber literally hits the road. If you
can only afford one modification to make your Subaru Forester camper more capable, this is it.
Lifting the car gives us more ground clearance â€” which for our purposes basically means we
can drive over bigger rocks and and through deeper puddles. Our Subaru is lifted 2 inches in
the front and 2. We also installed heavy-duty rear springs King KSRS that allow us to carry more
weight without the vehicle sagging. Any reputable auto shop should be able to lift your car for
you, but if you have the skills you can definitely save some money by doing it yourself! Our lift
kit came from Anderson Design and Fabrication. Aaron custom-built our drawers using
materials we had sitting in our garage after our home renovation and a quick trip to Home Depot
â€” scrap plywood, drawer slides, outdoor carpeting, and a few pieces of hardware. Having an
extra battery extends both how long you can stay out on any given trip, and the seasons in
which you can comfortably camp. Our second battery is hidden away in a compartment behind
the back seats. It charges while the car is driving, and only after the main car battery is fully
charged. We also installed an inverter, so we can hook up regular household electronics like
our laptops. How offroad are you planning to go? We like to get way off the beaten path so we
wanted to make sure our Forester could handle as much as possible. On top of all the previous
modifications, Aaron also installed:. Aaron made ours out of a discarded aluminum road sign.
Recently, another company called RIGd Supply has started making really nice hitch mounted
spare tire carriers. You can check them out here. Aaron uses the Auto Mod List app to keep
track of all our modifications. For extra points, take a few minutes to pick up any trash that less
conscious travelers have left at your campsite. Sustainable travel tip: Leave no trace! It took
months of research, planning, and designing to make this happen. But fear not! Overlanding
has exploded in popularity on the past few years and there are companies whose sole purpose
is to help you with design, plan, and execute your build. The point is just to get out there! Check
out this post for all the extra details. You just need a sense of adventure and a willingness to go
for it. Next project: After a couple years adventuring in our Subaru, we recently invested in a
Jeep! Check out all the details on our Jeep overland build. King of the road with that setup. You

have inspired us to mod up our SUV. Thanks for sharing. Keep travel blogging. Adventure is
better shared with friends! Let us know how it goes with your SUV! This is a highly impressive
article! I had no idea you could get things like a rooftop tent SO much easier , or a trasheroo, or
even an app to keep up with all your modifications I would need this!! How does your dog like it
and what kind do you have? Our pup loves it! Love, love, love how you set this all up. Great
suggestions and an affordable way to make those road trips both more comfortable and more
economical. Oh wow, thats so cool, must be so much fun to go on a road trip with this! Yes
exactly! It has been such a great incentive to explore our part of the world more, and save on
those crazy expensive international flightsâ€¦. Wow, this is so cool! I bet this car has more
sentimental values than its own functionality as a normal vehicle. Haha it totally has sentimental
value for us! Never knew there is something like a rooftop tent! So cool!! How do you handle
bad weather though? It actually holds up pretty well! The tent has a built in rain fly, and we have
a heated mattress pad that we use during the winter. This is the stuff road trip dreams are made
of. What an adventure pitching a tent of that kind by a lake or a nature park! Love the way you
organised the boot area. Makes me wish I still owned a Subaru â€¦ when I was much younger
and a ski bum and guide, a Subaru Brat was my adventure machine. This is the coolest thing!!!
This would be a dream for my husband and I! You guys are having a blast!! We are definitely
loving it! This would be great and I already have a Suburu love it! A couple of questions. Is the
memory foam mattress inside the pop up tent? Does it pop out when you fold out the tent? How
do you dogs get up and down? The memory foam mattress folds in half inside the tent, so we
just unfold it after we open the tent. It puffs right up and is super comfortable. And so far we lift
our pup up there! This is so awesome. I love how you built a tent on top of the vehicle. I would
love to see a video tour of the inside. Or photos. Do you think it could accommodate a family of
four? There are definitely tents that could accommodate 4. I would check out Freespirit
Recreation or Cascade Vehicle Tents â€” they should have details on their websites. I know they
make tents big enough though! Or is the tent just permanently part of the car now? Great
question! The tent weighs in at about lbs. This is so cool! I got the Forester. Already married a
nurse. Just need to start on the tent and a few mods and Just explore this big land down under!
Thanks for the tips and safe travels! For more info on how to get there check out this [â€¦].
Emily and Aaron of Two Dusty Travelers turned their daily driver into an overland vehicle with a
few careful changes and a rooftop tent, [â€¦]. If you have any more questions let me know. Do
you have advice about what cross bars to use for the tent? I use the Yakima round bars on my
Forester. But most any Yakima, Thule, or Rhino Rack bars would work. The Timberline system
from Yakima is the best I think. I used to have a Ford f 98 and ride around a genesis bike literally
miles a day. Does anyone know how to use those bars on the roof,it came with them. Dad said
that are neighbor ran the same engine till k and swapped for loss of power going over the
mountain everyday. So any advice for how to use the bike rack. Are you talking about the bars
going the length of the car? Or the crossbars that go across the width of the roof? There are a
number of different bike racks that would work for the Subaru stock roof racks. I would suggest
going to carid. Good luck! But we decided to go for it anyway, and put together our own budget
campers that worked for us. Because the truth is: Overlanding is for [â€¦]. But first I wanted to
make sure I could do everything I want to with my Forester that I could with my Tundra, insert a
google search and this site. I love this post, I started laughing in my office because of how spot
on it was for what I was looking for and it made me happy. Great stuff! We really love our
Forester! The stock Forester is still a pretty impressive machine! We have only had a few
instances when we wanted more Jeep trails in Moab. Plus there are tons of mods you can do to
make it even more capable. Check out the sequel to this article linked at the top of the page.
Enjoy your Forester! What kind of mounting system or cross bars did you use for the tent? And
also the back setup with the tire and stuff how did you do that? We actually used aftermarket
crossbars for our tent mounting. None of the factory bars are strong enough. They are super
robust and can easily mount a rooftop tent. The back tire setup is something that my friend
fabricated. There are a couple of companies that make something like that. Check out the Wilco
Hitchgate. That was made by me. It took taking the bumper cover off and welded on a new
bumper bar and all the accessories. If you have more questions about that shoot us an email at
the contact us link in the menu. Hey guys, firstly, thanks for putting together this blog, it covers
everything I was looking for in turning my Forrester into an adventure base camp! You mention
that you went for the High Country inch rooftop tent which I can see in your pictures. Just
wondering if you switched from this and for what reason? Is the High Country significantly
improved over the more traditional variant? Mine is already pretty high mileage , , just
wondering what I can expect in terms of lifespan. Firstly, we love the wide open views the High
Country gives us. Secondly, the ventilation on the High Country is vastly superior. Living in the
Pacific Northwest of the USA we get some cold nights and we found that we had an abnormally

large amount on condensation on chilly mornings. With the Freespirit Recreation tent, we get
vastly less. It also is much faster to set up than the traditional style RTT. In Washington State
we also get a lot of rain and this tent has been much easier to set up in a hurry. I would say that
the High Country is the best bi-fold rooftop tent on the market today. We wanted just a little
more capability and capacity than our wonderful Forester was able to give us. We got about 12
MPG 5. We were definitely loaded about our gross vehicle weight rating. That being said, you
can get much better mileage if you are a little more careful about what you load into it.
Depending on what year Subaru you have, it can last upwards of k. Shoot us an email if you
have more questions I could talk about this all day. Cheers, Aaron. Really nice blog! Had you
also thought about getting the previous model SG? Did you powder-coated the original rims?
Cheers, Clemens. It had more interior space and was rated to tow more. I used black matte
engine paint on the rims. It is what I had in the garage. Great article. Are you able to sleep inside
of your car? Also, have you seen any drawer systems for sale that a mattress can be placed on
top of? Thank you. We just remove the cover and unfold the tent by pulling on the ladder. Check
out a video of us setting it up on our Subaru here. Hi Aaron, I am getting a Forester in January
and your ideas have inspired me to look at doing something like this. I know it narrows at the
two wheel arches, then widens at the tailgate and also have sizes, but I cant seem to find more
detailed sizes online. Congratulations on the upcoming Forester! You can check some
Facebook groups that have tons of information. They are a really inclusive community and have
a ton of information. Just getting started on ideas for â€¦ reasons â€¦ and found this. Thank a lot
for this post that was very interesting. Keep posting like those amazing posts, this is really
awesome. Such great tips! For much the same purpose. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Step 1: Buy a used Subaru. Step 2: Invest in a
rooftop tent. Step 3: All-terrain tires This is where the rubber literally hits the road. Reply Emily
June 25, at am Thanks! Reply trimmtravels June 24, at am This is a highly impressive article!
Reply Emily June 25, at am Our pup loves it! Reply Emily June 25, at am Thanks so much! I
definitely love road tripping sooo much more now that we have this setup! Reply
justonewayticket June 24, at pm Oh wow, thats so cool, must be so much fun to go on a road
trip with this! Reply Emily June 25, at am Yes exactly! It has been such a great incentive to
explore our part of the world more, and save on those crazy expensive international flightsâ€¦
Loading Reply Emily June 25, at am Haha it totally has sentimental value for us! Reply Neha
June 25, at am Never knew there is something like a rooftop tent! Reply Emily June 25, at am It
actually holds up pretty well! Reply cobbledroads June 28, at pm This is the stuff road trip
dreams are made of. Reply Tif June 29, at am This is the coolest thing!!! Reply Emily July 8, at
am We are definitely loving it! Reply Candy June 29, at am This is so awesome. Reply
awanderingjama. Reply Emily August 3, at am Thanks! Reply Aaron April 11, at pm Great
question! Reply Ryan August 17, at pm This is so cool! Reply Emily August 17, at pm Haha
great life choices all around! Let us know how it goes with the Forester! For more info on how to
get there check out this [â€¦] Loading Emily and Aaron of Two Dusty Travelers turned their daily
driver into an overland vehicle with a few careful changes and a rooftop tent, [â€¦] Loading
Reply Mona January 14, at am This information is top notch. Thank you so much for sharing.
Reply Amy Ganton February 20, at am Do you have advice about what cross bars to use for the
tent? Reply Aaron February 20, at pm Great question! Reply Aaron March 14, at am Are you
talking about the bars going the length of the car? Because the truth is: Overlanding is for [â€¦]
Loading Reply Aaron June 18, at am Thanks! Reply Chadwick July 10, at am What kind of
mounting system or cross bars did you use for the tent? Reply Aaron July 10, at am Hi! Reply
Mark July 23, at pm Hey guys, firstly, thanks for putting together this blog, it covers everything I
was looking for in turning my Forrester into an adventure base camp! Keep up the good work!
Regards Mark Loading Reply Aaron July 23, at pm Hi Mark! Thanks for the comment! Very sharp
eyes. Cheers, Aaron Loading Reply Clemens September 6, at pm Really nice blog! Cheers,
Clemens Loading Reply Betty October 3, at am Great article. Thank you Loading Reply Joe
Sokolov November 19, at pm Hi Aaron, I am getting a Forester in January and your ideas have
inspired me to look at doing something like this. Can I ask you, offhand do you know what the
width is between the two back doors.?? Great idea and cool design. Joe Loading Reply Aaron
November 20, at pm Congratulations on the upcoming Forester! Reply Syd Gilmour March 20, at
am Just getting started on ideas for â€¦ reasons â€¦ and found this. Reply Aaron June 3, at am
Thanks! We love the rooftop tent life! Reply Aaron June 3, at am Hi Eli! The Forester gets about
mpg fully loaded with the tent on top. Reply kelly brooke August 11, at am Thank a lot for this
post that was very interesting. Keep posting like those amazing posts, this is really awesome
Loading Thanks for sharing your information. Really thanks.. Reply Josh September 20, at pm
Such great tips! Thank you!!!! Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Two Dusty Travelers on Instagram.
View on Instagram. Nor is its larger Outback sibling, for that matter, which just recently received

an increase in pulling power. But what about the latest generation Forester? Same as the
previous generation model since , the new 5th-generation Forester has a 1, lbs. All trims â€”
from the base to range-topping Touring â€” find the same 2. Best part? They get symmetrical
all-wheel drive as standard â€” definitely a plus for towing performance. The new engine
produces hp and lb-ft of torque; a decent increase from the outgoing hp and lb-ft of torque.
Today, 1, lbs. But enough to enjoy a good long weekend away. Essentially, the system utilizes
yaw sensors to monitor trailer sway and then can brake individual wheels to stabilize the
vehicle and trailer. But like any technology, this is only in place to assist , as the name implies
â€” the responsibility of a driver towing a trailer is making sure the trailer is loaded correctly.
The Forester adds some nice items that provide towing customers some assurances on the
road. Also new for this 5th-generation Forester is the Tire Pressure Monitoring System TPMS
which provides the driver with individual tire pressure â€” a simple tech feature but one that
adds towing confidence nonetheless. There you have it, a look at the latest Subaru Forester
towing capacity figures, along with the added safety features including Trailer Stability Assist
now standard. Shopping for a new or used Forester? Check out our reviews here. TractionLife
is about hitting the road and enjoying life. We speak to new car buyers and motor-enthusiasts
who prefer the unbeaten path, paving their own way in search of adventure, culture, and the
best in gear. Let's go. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Password
recovery. Recover your password. New Vehicles. Subaru Subaru Forester. News Editor.
September 18, Other Forester safety features for more confident towing The Forester adds
some nice items that provide towing customers some assurances on the road. Takeaway There
you have it, a look at the latest Subaru Forester towing capacity figures, along with the added
safety features including Trailer Stability Assist now standard. News Editor Bringing the latest
news including release dates, pricing announcements, product updates. With some glossy
concepts and special edition rides in the mix. Tags Towing Capacity. Rugged Forester Sport
now gains big safety features as standard. First Drive: Subaru Forester Review. Trending Now.
Subscribe to our Weekly Newsletter for the latest. Every Thursday. Sign up. Install a trailer hitch
on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your hitch system is only
as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating, compare ratings of
your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system rating is the lowest
rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be found on a
label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around the
base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or
along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to upgrade? Not sure what
you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch system installation or free
towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the condition of your Tow
Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this alert. If you are planning to
tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the condition of your tow vehicle.
Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles, depending upon their condition.
Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert. Thank you for chatting with us
today! We are always looking to improve our service. Your opinions and feedback are very
important to us! Please help us with a review of your recent experience. The following survey
should take you no longer than 60 seconds to complete. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you
pick up your order instead of shipping it to your home, you may see additional savings as some
products will be priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn
More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's
towing capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model Choose Features Choose All Wheel Drive.
Specify Cargo. Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding
your hitch system rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component.
Hitch rating Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be found on a label on the
hitch itself. Hitch ball rating Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around
the base of the shank. Ball mount rating The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on
the mounting plate or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. We've got you covered
Missing a part? Choose a delivery option Install at a U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation
Date Installation Date. Find Hitches. Account Sign In. Rate Experience. Subarus are a natural
choice for outdoor lovers the world over. Even if you need to take on rugged terrain and rough
weather, your Subaru ensures that you can get out in the great outdoors. Whether you drive an
Outback, a Forester, a Crosstrek, or an Impreza, you probably chose your Subaru for its
dependability, sure-footedness, sensible features, and style. Forget clunky campers and
over-sized RVs. Now you can transform your everyday car into a go-anywhere camper. Now,
with the SylvanSport GO you can quadruple your gear hauling ability while seriously increasing
your fun capacity! GOs can haul up to pounds of gear. The GO allows you to easily carry up to

12 count em, 12! Subarus are built to handle the toughest of road conditions, so it is only fitting
that they should be accompanied by the toughest car camping trailer available. The GO is a pop
up camper that was designed to be towed behind vehicles with impressive fuel economyâ€”like
your Subaru. No gas guzzler required! Whether you drive one of the smaller Subaru sedans or
one of the bigger models like an Outback or a Forester, you can easily haul a GO camper, fully
loaded with all of your adventure gear. The GO was specifically engineered to be compatible
with fuel efficient vehicles, with its lightweight, TIG-welded aluminum frame and aerodynamic
design. You already know your Subaru can get you to amazing vacation and adventure spots,
with its all-terrain, all-wheel drive capabilities. With a GO camper, you can make space in the car
for more friends and family, while hauling enough gear for everybody. Then, when you get
there, you can camp in comfort and style. Unpack your bikes, boats, and camping gear, and
thenâ€”in just ten minutesâ€”turn your gear trailer into a roomy pop up camper! The GO camper
sleeps four people or more in luxurious comfort. And the tent extends with a weatherproof
canopy to create a shelter where you can cook, eat, relax, and enjoy good company. Ride in
style, camp in style. GO is a highly durable, rugged camper and utility trailer that will go
anywhere your all-wheel drive Subaru takes it. With SylvanSport, you can go green without
skimping on vacation, travel,
trombone parts diagram
bass wiring diagram
2006 vw jetta tdi manual
and outdoor adventure. The GO was designed as an alternative to heavy camper trailers, so
you can get out and play without a behemoth dragging down your gas mileage. Every GO
camper is made in America, at our factory in Brevard, NC, using lightweight and durable
materials, and manufactured to the highest quality standards. Search for:. The Subaru Camper
Subarus are a natural choice for outdoor lovers the world over. Off Road? All Terrain? This is
Your Camper. Subaru Owner Testimonials. Some things just work well together! Our MPG was
hardly affected at all and visibility was not hampered when towing, either in the travel or
transport mode. We took our Go out for the first time this week. We camped for a week with a
big group and weathered rain and wind so comfortably, and gave LOTS of tours. Cookies This
website uses cookies to improve user experience, functionality and performance. If you
continue browsing the site, you consent to the use of cookies on this website. Privacy Policy
OK.

